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Sitterson Hall Ethernet Performance
Mark Davis and Bill Gallmeister

Several Benchmarks were written and run to determine the components of delay to a
remote procedure call over the Ethernet. The delay was broken into the following parts:
context switch time, protocol computation time, Ethernet transport time, and IBX switch
time. Context switch and IBX switch times are surprisingly high.

Modula-2 library for message passing
Ed Biagioni and Peter Schorn

SIMessage is a system-independent interface allowing Modula-2 processes to commu-
nicate in a reasonable fashion. conf is an application built on top of SIMessage and OSSI
that is similar to talk but allows more than two users to participate in a conference.

Switchable NFS link server
Taisook Han and Xumin Nie

A program which monitors a group of files, some of which may be symbolic links to
file systems on other file server, and switches the links if necessary.

Scatter
Bill Gibson and Howard Lander

The scatter package is used to scatter the processes of a distributed task onto proces-
sors. Streams are set up to connect the processes as specified by the user. This is part of
a toolset to help programmers write distributed tasks such as multiprocessor simulations.

Investigating methods to search large number spaces on a Distributed System
Gopal Gupta, Murugappan Palaniappan, Anil Nair

We present four methods to look for a contradiction to the 3x + 1 problem (a.k.a.,
Syracuse problem or Collatz’s problem) using a network of suns. The three methods are
1) the naive approach, 2) the equivalence class approach, 3) the inverse approach, and
4) a combination of the second and third method using a shared memory. The methods
have been devised by us. They are applicable to problems involving functions which map
numbers to numbers and consequently the problem of proving a property on that function
is isomorphous to searching an infinite graph.

A distributed make with remote task execution
Tracy Hoover, Ryutarou Ohbuchi, and Suresh Rajgopal

We have developed a program which processes a given Makefile and executes the
tasks in the file remotely on a given set of remote machines. A naive scheduler allocates
parcels of concurrent tasks to dispatchers (corresponding to remote machines) which then
dispatch them to be executed on these machines. The dependency graph of tasks in the
make is maintained, and onward processing from a node stops when a task fails to execute
successfully.


